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A “universal strategy” replacing the full-length CFTR cDNA
may treat >99% of people with cystic fibrosis (pwCF), regardless
of their specific mutations. Cas9-based gene editing was used to
insert the CFTR cDNA and a truncated CD19 (tCD19) enrich-
ment tag at the CFTR locus in airway basal stem cells. This
strategy restores CFTR function to non-CF levels. Here, we
investigate the safety of this approach by assessing genomic
and regulatory changes after CFTR cDNA insertion. Safety
was first assessed by quantifying genetic rearrangements using
CAST-seq. After validating restored CFTR function in edited
and enriched airway cells, the CFTR locus open chromatin pro-
file was characterized using ATAC-seq. The regenerative poten-
tial and differential gene expression in edited cells was assessed
using scRNA-seq. CAST-seq revealed a translocation in�0.01%
of alleles primarily occurring at a nononcogenic off-target site
and large indels in 1% of alleles. The open chromatin profile
of differentiated airway epithelial cells showed no appreciable
changes, except in the region corresponding to the CFTR
cDNA and tCD19 cassette, indicating no detectable changes in
gene regulation. Edited stem cells produced the same types of
airway cells as controls with minimal alternations in gene
expression. Overall, the universal strategy showed minor unde-
sirable genomic changes.
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INTRODUCTION
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a life-limiting genetic disorder caused by muta-
tions in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
(CFTR) gene which encodes a Cl�/HCO3� ion channel. CF is a sys-
temic disorder that affects many organs and causes pancreatic insuffi-
ciency, infertility, and chronic lung infections that result in lung failure.
Efforts to treat CF have focused mostly on the lungs since lung failure
caused by repeated infections is the leading cause of death in people
with CF (pwCF).1 Recently, a combination of small-molecule modula-
tors (elexacaftor/tezacaftor/ivacaftor) that facilitate CFTR folding and
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potentiation have dramatically improved the prognosis of pwCF with
at least one copy of the F508del mutation who account for �90% of
known pwCF.2,3 However, several hundred CF-causing variants have
been reported in CFTR, and the prevalence of these mutations varies
widely in different races.4 In contrast to White pwCF, only 30%–70%
of pwCF from other races carry the F508del mutation in at least one
allele.4,5 Even after accounting for other variants responsive to modu-
lators, 30%–50% of pwCF from other races still need a new therapeutic
option.5,6 Thus, new therapies that durably restore CFTR function in a
mutation-agnostic manner hold the promise for a one-time treatment
for all pwCF and thereby promote health equity.

The development of CRISPR-Cas9-based genome editing enables the
precise correction of CF-causing variants and thus offers the promise
of a durable therapy if the correction is achieved in airway stem cells.7

Cas9 complexed to the appropriate single-guide RNA (sgRNA) can be
used to induce a double-stranded break (DSB) at a targeted locus in the
genome.7 This DSB is repaired using either nonhomologous end
joining or homologous recombination (HR). The HR repair process
can be used to correct mutations or insert gene replacement cassettes
if a template DNA (HR template) with homology to the DSB site is
supplied. Multiple studies have reported the precise correction of
CF-causing mutations in airway stem cells, intestinal organoids, and
induced pluripotent stem cells using this approach.8–11 In addition,
both the partial and complete replacement of the CFTR cDNA have
been reported in airway stem cells.12,13 The insertion of the partial
CFTR cDNA in intron 8 partially restored CFTR function and did
herapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 35 March 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). 1
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Figure 1. Evaluation of genomic rearrangements

using CAST-seq

(A) Scheme depicting CAST-seq strategy. A prey primer

binding to the linker and a bait binding the CFTR locus

amplify aberrant alleles that do not bind the decoy primers.

These amplicons are sequenced to characterize aberrant

alleles formed in response to Cas9/sgRNA-induced DSBs.

The process is also repeated in the reverse orientation. (B)

UABCs from 4 different donors were edited using Cas9/

sgRNA alone. Upon quantification, aberrant sequences

amounted to only �1% of alleles. Apart from on-target

indels over 50 bp, a translocation from chromosome 5

was observed in 0.001%–0.01% of alleles. On-target

indels under 50 bp were not included. (C) Circos plot

highlights the large on-target indels and translocation with

chromosome 5. This corresponds to a known off-target

site. The sequence alignment of the off-target site is also presented and compared with the on-target site. (D) Integrative Genomics Viewer plots show the aberrant

sequences detected using CAST-seq from the �25-kb region surrounding the DSB induced by Cas9/sgRNA in the CFTR locus in chromosome 7.
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not alter the open chromatin profile of theCFTR locus in differentiated
airway cells.13 In a previous study, the full-length CFTR cDNA along
with an enrichment cassette expressing truncated CD19 (tCD19) was
inserted into exon 1 of CFTR. This mutation-agnostic universal CFTR
correction strategy (universal strategy) restored CFTR function in
differentiated cells to levels seen in non-CF controls.12 In addition,
the study further reported the lack of significant off-target editing
when editing was performed using high-fidelity Cas9 and no enrich-
ment of cells with oncogenic mutations. Although these results are
promising, the gene editing process can result in genomic rearrange-
ments such as on-target insertions-deletions (indels) and transloca-
tions, which pose safety concerns.14–17 In addition, both intronic
and extragenic enhancers interact with the CFTR promoter to control
the regulation of CFTR expression in a cell-type-dependent
manner.18–20 The impact of inserting the CFTR cDNA in exon 1 on
the chromatin architecture of theCFTR locus in airway cells is still un-
known. Lastly, there is a concern that the editing process can alter the
regenerative potential of the corrected airway basal cells. Our objective
in this study was to characterize (1) the incidence of chromosomal re-
arrangements at the target site, (2) the chromatin architecture of the
CFTR locus in edited airway cells after differentiation, and (3) the
regenerative potential of the edited airway stem cells.

Chromosomal aberrations analysis by single targeted ligation-mediated
PCR sequencing (chromosomal aberrations analysis by single targeted
linker-mediatedPCR sequencing [CAST-seq])was recently reported to
enable the detection of off-target mediated translocations, large dele-
tions, insertions, inversions, and homology-mediated translocations.17

We used CAST-seq to quantify the incidence of chromosomal aberra-
tions in response to DSBsmediated by Cas9 activity in exon 1 ofCFTR.
Assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-
seq) is commonly used to investigate chromatin accessibility. The tech-
nique has been used to characterize the chromatin architecture of the
CFTR locus in unmodified and genome-edited airway cells.13 Omni-
ATAC-seq was used to characterize the chromatin architecture of the
CFTR locus in differentiated airway cells obtained from airway basal
cells edited using the universal strategy. Finally, we characterized the
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regenerative potential of edited airway stem cells by evaluating the
different cell types generated upon differentiation in the air-liquid
interface (ALI) using single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq).

RESULTS
Genome editing does not induce significant undesired

chromosomal rearrangements

Upper airway basal cells (UABCs) from four different donors were edi-
ted usingCas9 and sgRNAalonewithnoHR template. A 400-bp region
spanning exon 1 was amplified, and Cas9 activity was measured by
quantifying the percentage of alleles with indels. Indels were observed
in 97% ± 2% of alleles by Sanger sequencing and a +1 insertion was
observed in�90%ofmodified cells. CAST-seq was performed on these
edited cells obtained from four donors in two sequencing orientations
to quantify aberrant events such as large indels and translocations (Fig-
ure 1A). The most frequently observed outcomes were large indels
>50 bp in length which accounted for �1% of alleles in UABCs from
all four donors (Figure 1B). A translocation with chromosome 5 was
observed in 0.001%–0.01% of alleles in all of the donors (Figure 1B).
This is an off-targetmediated translocation since the region in chromo-
some 5 corresponds to a known off-target that was previously reported
(Figures 1B and 1C).12Additional translocationswithin chromosome 7
were reported in%0.001%of alleles.However, theywere not reproduc-
ible between donors. Figure 1Dmaps the events to the genome visually
and indicates translocations with the homologous chromosome, inver-
sions, and deletions that are up to 15 kb away from the target site.
Nevertheless, these events cumulatively accounted for only�1% of al-
leles. Thus, the reagents used to target theCFTR locus result inminimal
undesired changes in the genome.

CF human breast epithelial cells (HBECs) corrected and

enriched using the universal strategy differentiate to produce

differentiated epithelial sheets with restored CFTR function

HBECs from five independent donors with CF were edited using the
universal strategy (Figure 2A). A total of 86% ± 11% of tCD19+ cells
were observed after editing and enrichment. The edited and enriched
HBECs were then differentiated upon ALI cultures. Differentiated



Figure 2. Validation of CFTR cDNA insertion and restoration of CFTR function

(A) The universal CFTR correction strategy involves the insertion of the full-length CFTR cDNA in exon 1 of the CFTR gene, along with a cassette expressing truncated CD19

driven by a PGK promoter. (B) HBECs corrected using the universal strategy were differentiated on ALI. In this example from donor 4, differentiated airway cells maintained

tCD19 expression. (C) The integration of the CFTR cDNA and tCD19 in the CFTR locus was further verified by ddPCR. The percentage of tCD19+ alleles was �50% of the

number of tCD19+ cells. This is consistent with each cell containing one corrected allele. (D) CFTR function was measured in the differentiated epithelial sheets using the

Ussing chamber assay. Representative traces obtained from epithelial sheets generated from HBECs obtained from a donor with CF before and after correction. The traces

from the corrected epithelial sheets show responses to the addition of forskolin and CFTRinh-172. (E) CFTRinh-172 short-circuit currents observed in epithelial ALI cultures

generated from corrected CF HBECs (5 individual subjects) are higher than those observed in control ALIs and are comparable to currents observed in non-CF controls

(3 subjects).
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Table 1. Summary of percentage of editing in HBEC samples and CFTR

responses in differentiated airway epithelial sheets derived from corrected

HBECs

Donor Genotype

Editing
efficiency
(% tCD19+ cells)

Raw-inhibitable
CFTR
current mA/cm2

Percentage
of non-CF
inhibitable
current

Non-CF average: 10 ± 4 mA/cm2

Edited samples

1 F508del/N1303K 74.3 6.80 70

1 F508del/N1303K 74.3 25.6 266

1 F508del/N1303K 74.3 17.5 181

2 F508del/W1282X 89.2 18.9 196

3 W1282X/W1282X 97.2 6.30 65

4 F508del/G542X 72.7 21.7 225

5 F508del/F508del 56.1 4.60 47

Control samples

1 F508del/N1303K 0 1.02 0

1 F508del/N1303K 0 0.96 0

2 F508del/W1282X 0 0.05 0

3 W1282X/W1282X 0 1 0

4 F508del/G542X 0 0.23 0

5 F508del/F508del 0 0.4 0
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cells maintained tCD19 expression (Figure 2B). The integration of
the universal CFTR cDNA in the CFTR locus was verified using
droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) for donors 4 and 5 (Figure 2C). The
percentage of tCD19+ alleles was�50% of the tCD19+ cells measured
by flow cytometry. This is consistent with monoallelic integration of
the universal CFTR cDNA and tCD19 cassette. CFTR function was
quantified by measuring short-circuit currents using the Ussing
chamber assay (Figures 2D and 2E). A representative example of
short-circuit currents measured using the Ussing chamber assay is
shown in Figure 2D. Epithelial sheets generated from corrected
airway basal cells displayed CFTRinh-172 sensitive short-circuit cur-
rents of 15 ± 8 mA/cm2. Unedited control CF samples showed
CFTRinh-172 sensitive short-circuit currents of 0.6 ± 0.5 mA/cm2.
Non-CF control samples from two different donors showed
CFTRinh-172 sensitive short-circuit currents of 10 ± 4 mA/cm2.
Table 1 lists CFTRinh-172 responses from individual donors. ALIs
from these edited and enriched HBECs that were validated for
CFTR function were then used for subsequent ATAC-seq and
scRNA-seq experiments.

Insertion of the CFTR cDNA in exon 1 does not alter the

chromatin architecture of the CFTR locus

To investigate changes in the regulation of CFTR expression, we
characterized the open chromatin profile of the CFTR locus using
Omni-ATAC-seq. Omni-ATAC-seq was performed on control
mock electroporated HBECs and HBECs corrected using the univer-
sal strategy (donors 1–3). Differentiated airway cells obtained from
corrected and enriched HBECs were first validated for restored
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CFTR function (Figure 2; Table 1) before use in Omni-ATAC-seq.
Analysis included �400 kb encompassing the CFTR topologically
associated domain, although only a 56-kb region surrounding exon
1 of CFTR is shown in Figure 3. This includes the�20.9-kb insulator
region, which has an important role in chromatin conformation
across the locus.21 The chromatin accessibility at the site of the
CFTR promoter was similar between control and treated epithelial
sheets (Figure 3). There was increased accessibility in the region cor-
responding to the CFTR cDNA that is evident only in the edited and
enriched cells. Of note, the broad peak of open chromatin at the 30 end
of the cDNA corresponds to the location of the 3-phosphoglycerate
kinase (PGK) promoter within the construct. Apart from these
changes expected from the universal strategy, there were no signifi-
cant changes in the open-chromatin profile of the CFTR locus in
response to gene editing using the universal strategy.

Epithelial sheets obtained from corrected and enriched HBECs

produce the major cell types reported in airway epithelia

Epithelial sheets were generated by culturing uncorrected CF and cor-
rected and enriched CF HBECs on ALI cultures. ALI cultures from
donors 1, 4, and 5 were validated for restored CFTR function (Fig-
ure 2; Table 1) before performing scRNA-seq. Data were obtained
from a total of 35,176 cells. Uniform manifold approximation and
projections (UMAPs) as well as dot plots showing the relative
expression of selected genes were generated from control and edited
cells separately and after integration to anchor similar cell types
(Figures 4A–4G and S1A–S1F). All of the samples had three clusters
expressing cytokeratin 5 (KRT5). The cluster with high levels of KRT5
and TP63were labeled as basal. The cluster with expression of TOP2A
and MKI67 in addition to KRT5 and TP63 were labeled cycling basal
cells. The third KRT5+ cluster with high expression of KRT13, SER-
PINB4, and KRT4 were labeled KRT13+ and likely correspond to
the previously reported Basal3 cluster (also called suprabasal cells).22

All of the samples had one cluster that was positive for SCGB1A1 and
VMO1 and were labeled secretory cells. All of the samples had one
cluster that showed high expression of STATH. The cluster was
labeled STATH+, and it is unclear how it corresponds to clusters re-
ported in previous publications. All of the samples had one cluster
positive for ciliated cell markers such as FOXJ1 and TPPP3. Lastly,
one or two CFTR high cells that were also positive for ASCL3 and
FOXI1 were observed in all of the samples. However, they were too
few to be recognized as a separate cluster. In addition to these com-
mon clusters, there were clusters that were present in some but not
all of the samples.

Donors 4 and 5 had a second cluster with high expression ofMUC5B,
and this second cluster was labeled goblet cells (Figures 4B, 4C, 4E,
and 4F). Donors 1 and 4 had one cluster adjacent to secretory
cells and STATH+ clusters that had lower levels of SCGB1A1 and
STATH. This cluster was labeled immature secretory. Donors 1 and
5 had a cluster that was high in FOXN4 expression, with other
markers reported in multiciliated cells such as CCNO, DEUP1, and
HES6.23 These were labeled FOXN4+ cells. Donors 4 and 5 showed
one ciliated cluster with expression of SAA1 and SAA2, which were



Figure 3. Open chromatin profile of the CFTR locus

was characterized in control and edited and enriched

samples (labeled as FACS) from 3 different donors

No noticeable differences were observed between the

samples outside the region corresponding to the CFTR

cDNA and tCD19 cassette.
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labeled SAA+ cilia. In addition, cells from donors 1 and 5 also had one
cluster of ciliated cells that had slightly lower levels of ciliated genes
and expression of SCGB1A1 or KRT4. These were labeled immature
cilia. Donors 1 and 5 showed a cluster positive for ciliated markers
and higher levels of SCGB1A1. This cluster was labeled differentiating
ciliated. Lastly, control cells from donor 1 had one cluster positive for
KRT5, SCGB1A1, FOXJ1, TPPP3, and VMO. This was labeled differ-
entiating basal.

All of the major clusters after integration contained cells from both
mock and edited samples, indicating that the editing process did
not prevent the differentiation of basal cells into specific cell types.
Of note, however, most of the cells in the SAA cilia cluster from donor
4 and differentiating cilia cluster from donor 5 were from mock sam-
ples. However, this was unique to these donors since the edited basal
cells from the other donor with these cell types (donor 5 and donor 1,
respectively) still produced them. We reassembled the sequences
from donor 4 to assess whether the edited cells were positive for
tCD19 and the universal CFTR cDNA sequences. The universal
CFTR cDNA is distinguishable from the native CFTR cDNA because
it is associated with a BGH polyadenylation sequence and it is also
codon diverged. Most cells were tCD19+ by scRNA-seq (Figure S2)
and flow cytometry (Figure 2B). A few cells in the secretory and basal
cell clusters were positive for the universal CFTR cDNA (Figure S2).
The number of cells from each cluster in the mock and edited samples
is presented in Figure 4G and show no consistent difference between
mock and edited cells across all of the donors.

The cells from each integrated cluster were further evaluated using
the FindMarkers function in Seurat to identify genes with a signif-
icant change in expression (adjusted p < 0.05) that was reproduc-
ible across two donors (Table 2). There was no gene that was
differentially expressed in all three donors. All of the genes that
showed significant differential expression (adjusted p < 0.05) are
provided in Table S1. In many cases, the cell types in which genes
showed reproducible changes in expression accounted for <10% of
the transcripts for the gene. Among these genes, BPIFB1 showed
reduced expression after editing in three clusters, which accounted
for only �0.1%–5% of the BPIFB1 transcripts each. A related gene
BPIFA1 also showed reduced expression in immature secretory
Molecula
cells from edited cells in both donors who pro-
duced this cell type. This cell type accounts for
20%–30% of BPIFA1 transcripts. Basal cells
from the edited samples showed increased
S100A8 expression and accounted for �5% of
the S100A8 transcripts. Ciliated cells also
showed a reduced expression of ALDH3A1 and GSTA1 after edit-
ing and account for 10%–22% of the transcripts of those genes.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study confirm and further support our previous find-
ings that the insertion of theCFTR cDNA in exon 1 of theCFTR locus is
effective. This strategy can be used to restore CFTR function in pwCF
affected by variants throughout theCFTR coding sequence. Alternative
approaches may be needed for pwCF affected by biallelic mutations in
the promoter region or mutations that overlap with the sgRNA site
listed in Table S2. In a previous publication, we demonstrated that
the use of high-fidelity Cas9 reduced off-target indels from �50% to
�1% relative to wild-type Cas9.12 In terms of safety, although we de-
tected the presence of translocations and large indels, these events are
present in only �1% of alleles. Notably, CAST-seq was performed in
the absence of the HR templates coding for CFTR and tCD19, since
the episomal HR template DNA would compete in the PCR reaction
with the genomic sequences, lowering the sensitivity of the assay. The
translocation that was reproducible between all four donors corre-
sponds to a previously reported off-target site in chromosome 5 associ-
ated with this sgRNA. Thus, the CAST-seq data further highlight the
improved safety profile enabled by high-fidelity Cas9. Moreover, the
use of Cas9 ribonucleoprotein, which is cleared from cells within a
few days, further limits aberrant changes. This window is sufficient
for gene correction, while limiting the time inwhich undesired changes
can accumulate. Overall, the methods used to insert the CFTR cDNA
exon 1 appears to cause minimal undesired changes.

In addition to not observing aberrant genetic changes, the process did
not result in any changes in the open chromatin profile of the CFTR
locus. In particular, extragenic enhancers20 at �44 and �35 kb
remain unchanged. Previous studies have shown the importance of
intronic and extragenic regions in the regulation of CFTR expres-
sion.18–20 Our approach leaves all of the introns and exons of CFTR
(other than exon 1) intact. Although this approach to insert the
CFTR cDNA is effective in airway cells, it needs to be validated in
other epithelial cells (e.g., intestinal cells) in which the regulation of
CFTR is different.18 In this approach, the PGK promoter used in
the tCD19 cassette makes the chromatin more accessible. However,
the impact is local and does not extend beyond the tCD19 cassette.
r Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 35 March 2024 5
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Figure 4. UMAP from control and edited cells (after integration)

(A–C) UMAP from control and edited cells (after integration) obtained from (A) donor 1, (B) donor 4, and (C) donor 5. (D–F) Dot plot indicating genes unique to each cluster for

cells from (D) donor 1, (E) donor 4, and (F) donor 5. (G) The number of cells in each cluster plotted for edited and control cells from each donor (1 dot per donor). There was no

consistent change in the number of cells in each cluster across donors. The bars represent themean number of cells in each cluster from the three samples and the error bars

represent the standard deviation.
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A previous study investigated the enhancer effects of different pro-
moters and observed PGK to have a low impact.24 Thus, our observa-
tions are consistent with previous reports.

While investigating the impact of gene editing on the regenerative po-
tential of HBECs using scRNA-seq, we considered hallmarks of
different airway cell types reported in multiple recent studies.22,23,25,26

The cell types identified in our dataset are broadly consistent with
these studies. Widely characterized and recognized cell types such
as basal cells, ciliated cells, suprabasal cells, secretory cells, and cycling
6 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 35 March 2024
basal cells were present in all of the samples. Consistent with previous
studies, not all of the subtypes of each cell reported in tissue were
found in the ALI cultures.22 In addition to previously reported cell
types, there was one cluster of cells marked by the expression of
STATH that was present in all of the samples. It did not overlap
with cells expressing high levels of SCGB1A1 (Figure S3). STATH
has been reported to be present in salivary glands and nasal and bron-
chial epithelia.27 In the salivary glands, STATH has been reported to
be present in the serous glandular cells.28 STATH has been shown to
have antibacterial activity in the oral cavity,29 and the increased



Table 2. Genes with significant change (adjusted p < 0.05) in expression that was reproducible in at least 2 donors

Cell type/donor Gene Avg_log2FCa Percentage 1 Percentage 2 Adjusted p value % of total transcripts

Basal

1 BPIFB1 0.28 0.795 0.333 0.00941571 0.5

5 BPIFB1 1.1 0.361 0.986 5.55E�22 0.03

4 S100A8 �0.32 0.191 0.404 1.41E�17 7.0

5 S100A8 �0.29 0.252 0.718 0.00784068 6.2

Cilia

1 BPIFB1 0.44 0.957 0.702 2.07E�20 4.7

4 BPIFB1 0.47 0.976 0.986 0.02828378 1.7

1 MSMB 0.26 0.842 0.383 1.48E�15 1.0

5 MSMB 0.37 0.409 0.885 7.19E�5 0.42

1 ALDH3A1 0.30 0.954 0.723 2.30E�8 20

5 ALDH3A1 0.29 0.994 1 0.00058844 9.8

1 GSTA1 0.36 0.788 0.557 0.00521609 22

5 GSTA1 0.32 0.934 0.99 0.01368748 15

KRT13

1 SAA1 0.27 0.475 0.126 0.00790995 1.0

5 SAA1 0.26 0.251 0.797 2.94E�5 0.26

Immature secretory

1 BPIFA1 0.40 1 0.976 2.71E�30 20

4 BPIFA1 0.39 1 0.997 5.35E�5 32

Immature cilia

1 BPIFB1 0.28 1 0.849 3.39E�15 4.9

5 BPIFB1 0.26 0.981 0.988 0.01406199 4.1

Differentiating cilia

1 KRT14 0.52 0.428 0.025 3.20E�7 0.13

5 KRT14 0.36 0.1 1 3.19E�14 0.45

1 SLPI 0.31 1 1 2.75E�27 14

5 SLPI 1.50 0.991 0.938 0.02666603 3.9

STATH No change in gene expression reproducible across donors

FOXN4 No change in gene expression reproducible across donors
aPositive avg_log2FC indicates higher expression in control samples and negative indicates higher expression in edited samples.
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expression of STATH has been reported to be associated with milder
forms of CF.30 It is unclear whether these cells represent one of the
previously reported secretory subtypes. In addition, all of the donors
presented some cells that appeared to be in the process of transition-
ing into secretory or ciliated cells. They weremarked by lower levels of
secretory or ciliated genes. Donor 1 was unique in having many cell
types that appeared to be in the process of differentiation despite be-
ing cultured on ALI for the same amount of time as the other donors.

Some cell types (e.g., FOXN4, SAA cilia) were observed in only two
out of three samples. Among these was one group of ciliated cells pos-
itive for SAA1 and SAA2 present in donors 4 and 5 (SAA cilia). Car-
raro et al. recently reported a ciliated cluster (ciliated 3) expressing
SAA1 and SAA2 when characterizing airway epithelial cells obtained
freshly from tissue.22 It is likely that the SAA cilia cells correspond to
this cluster. However, the expression of SAA1 and SAA2 was also
observed in nonciliated cells, including some secretory cells (Fig-
ure S4). Although we detected cells with the signature of ionocytes
(FOXI1+, CFTR+), they are too few to be grouped into a separate clus-
ter. We also verified the expression of tCD19 and the codon-diverged
CFTR cDNA in one edited sample (Figure S2). Most of the cells were
positive for tCD19. The universal CFTR cDNA was also detectable,
albeit in only a few cells. Nevertheless, all of the edited samples
showed restoration of CFTR function by Ussing chamber analysis.
Previous studies have indicated that a low level of CFTR expression
may be sufficient for significant CFTR-mediated chloride transport,
and these results are consistent with those of these previous
studies.31,32 Lastly, we did not observe any pulmonary
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 35 March 2024 7
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neuroendocrine cells both in the control and edited samples. Overall,
the scRNA-seq results indicate that the editing process does not
compromise the regenerative potential of the basal cells.

In addition to the cell types produced, we did not observe drastic
changes in gene expression between edited and control samples. One
challenge with assessing changes in gene expression using scRNA-seq
is the high propensity for false positives.33 Therefore, we only consid-
ered genes with differential expression that was consistent across at
least two donors and had an adjusted p < 0.05. Among these genes,
BPIFA1, BPIFB1, and S100A8 have been previously associated with
CF.22,34All three have innate immune/antimicrobial functions.BPIFA1
and BPIFB1 have been previously reported to be upregulated in secre-
tory cells in pwCF.22,34 The reduced expression ofBPIFA1 in immature
secretory cells is thus consistent with these studies. Although BPIFB1
showed reduced expression in edited samples, this change in expression
was reproducible only in cell types that accounted for <10% of tran-
scripts. Immature secretory cells from donor 1, which account for
16% of BPIFB1 transcripts, did show reduced expression. However,
the change was not seen in donor 4, who also produced that cell type.
The number of transcripts for both genes was lower in the secretory
cell types in edited samples compared to the controls, but they were
not identified as differentially expressed. Apart from BPIFA1 and
BPIFB1, Carraro et al. also reported the reduced expression of S100
family proteins in pwCF.22 Thus, the increased expression of S100A8
in the edited basal cells is consistent with this report. Approximately
40% of S100A8 transcripts were present in KRT13+ cells in all three do-
nors. KRT13+ cells from the edited samples showed increased S100A8
in two out of three donors. However, the change was not statistically
significant. ALDH3A1 and GSTA1 were the other two genes that
showed reduced expression in ciliated cells in at least two donors and
ciliated cells accounted for 10%–20% of their transcripts. Carraro
et al. reported the expression of ALDH3A1 in both secretory cells and
ciliated cells and GSTA1 expression in ciliated cells. However, they
did not highlight any differential expression in these genes between
CF samples and controls.22 Overall, the changes in gene expression
highlighted in our results are consistent with restored CFTR function.

In summary, our study investigated the safety of inserting the CFTR
cDNA in exon 1 of the CFTR locus by assessing the presence of un-
desirable genomic changes and the impact of the cDNA insertion
on the open chromatin profile of the CFTR locus and on the regener-
ative potential of the edited basal cells. The edited cells did not exhibit
an altered open chromatin profile at the CFTR locus and were able to
produce all of the cells produced by the unedited control basal cells.
Translocations and large indels were limited to �1% of alleles.
Thus, the universal strategy to insert the CFTR cDNA in exon 1 of
the CFTR locus does not pose significant concerns regarding adverse
genomic changes or loss of regenerative potential.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Airway stem cell culture

Airway stem cells (both UABCs and human bronchial epithelial basal
cells) were plated on tissue culture-treated plates in Pneumacult Ex-
8 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 35 March 2024
plus media at a density of 5,000–10,000 cells/cm2. ROCK inhibitor
(Y-27632) was added to the media at a concentration of 10 mM. Plates
were coatedwith iMatrix511-silk (recombinant laminin 511, catalog no.
892021,NacalaiUSA). Cells were cultured at 37�C, 5%O2, and 5%CO2.

Genome editing of airway stem cells

Airway stem cells were edited after 4–6 days in culture. Cells were re-
suspended by treatment with Tryple (catalog no. 12605010, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and resuspended in OPTI-MEM (catalog no.
31985070, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a concentration of 10 million
cells/mL.A total of 30mg of high-fidelityCas9 (SpyFiCas9nuclease, Al-
devron) was complexed with 16 mg sgRNA (sequence: TTCCAGAG
GCGACCTCTGCA, Synthego) at room temperature for 10 min. The
sgRNA used contained 20O-methyl-30 phosphorothioatemodifications
in the last three bases on either end. A total of 100 mL cells in OPTI-
MEM was mixed with Cas9 and sgRNA and transferred into a Nucle-
ocuvette (Lonza). Cells were electroporated using the Lonza 4D system
with theprogramCA137andbuffer settingof P3.After electroporation,
400mLOPTI-MEMwas added to the cuvette. Adeno-associated viruses
(AAVs) corresponding to the universal strategy were added such that
therewere 105 vector genomes per cell. The vector genomeswere quan-
tified using ddPCR. Cells were plated at a density of 5,000–10,000 cells/
cm2 using the same conditions described above. Cells were passaged
4–7 days after editing. Edited cells were enriched 10–14 days after edit-
ing using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).

Enrichment of edited airway stem cells

Edited airway stem cells were resuspended by treatment with Tryple
(catalog no. 12605010, Thermo Fisher Scientific). They were stained
with anti-human CD19 antibody (HIB19 clone) conjugated with fluo-
rescein isothiocyanate (catalog no. 302206, BioLegend) for 20–30 min
at 4�C. Cells were treated with 7-AAD for 10 min. The cells were
washed three times with OPTI-MEM and resuspended in FACS
buffer. Edited cells were sorted using FACS Aria II SORP (BD
Biosciences). Unedited cells and cells treated with AAV but no
Cas9 were used to set the gates for identifying tCD19+ cells. Enriched
cells were expanded for 4–5 days before differentiation upon ALI
cultures.

Differentiation of airway stem cells

Enriched cells and controls were plated in 6.5-mm transwell plated
with 0.4-mm pore polyester membrane inserts (catalog no. 3470,
Corning) at a density of 30,000–60,000 cells/well. Cells were
expanded in Pneumacult Ex-plus until they were confluent (3–
7 days). After cells were confluent, they were differentiated using
ALI media obtained from the Marsico Lung Institute Tissue Procure-
ment and Cell Culture Core at the University of North Carolina for
another 21–28 days. Restoration of CFTR function was validated in
the differentiated ALI cultures from 2 to 3 transwells. Cells from repli-
cate transwells were used for ATAC-seq and scRNA-seq.

Measurement of CFTR function

Ussing chamber assay was used to measure CFTR function in
differentiated ALI cultures.11 CFTR function was measured in the
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presence of a chloride gradient using the following solutions—apical
(in mM): Na(gluconate) 120, NaHCO3 25, KH2PO4 3.3, K2HPO4 0.8,
Ca(gluconate)2 4, Mg(gluconate)2 1.2, and mannitol 10; basolateral
(in mM): NaCl 120, NaHCO3, 25, KH2PO4 3.3, K2HPO4 0.8, CaCl2
1.2, MgCl2 1.2, and glucose 10.

The concentrations of ion channel activators and inhibitors were
as follows: amiloride (10 mM, apical), forskolin (10 mM, bilateral),
VX-770 (10 mM, apical), CFTRinh-172 (20 mM, apical), and uridine
triphosphate (100 mM, apical).
scRNA-seq

Cells differentiated on ALI cultures were resuspended by treatment
with Tryple on both apical and basolateral sides. scRNA-seq was
performed using Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 30 HT version
3.1 (10X Genomics) and sequencing was performed with MiSeq (Illu-
mina). The data were processed using Cell Ranger 6.0.0 using
GRCh38 human genome assembly. Analysis was performed using the
Seurat35 pipeline in R Studio. UMAPs were generated using the
NormalizeData function and SCTransform was compared. There
were no noticeable differences. The data presented here were generated
using the NormalizeData function. Differential gene expression was as-
sessed using the FindMarkers function using the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test. Genes with a change in expression and adjusted p < 0.05 were
considered for further analysis. A custom transcriptome containing
the last 93 bases of theCFTR cDNAand tCD19was used to check trans-
gene expression in donor 4.

The 93 bases preceding BGH polyA to detect Universal CFTR cDNA:
TCCTCCAAGTGTAAGAGCAAGCCTCAGATCGCCGCCCTGAA
GGAGGAGACCGAGGAGGAGGTGCAGGACACCAGACTGTAG
gccccgctgatc.

The 93 bases preceding sv40 polyA to detect tCD19: CCTGCAGAGG
GCCCTGGTGCTGAGGAGGAAGAGGAAGAGGATGACCGACC
CCACCAGGAGGTTCTGAtaactcgagggcgcgccccgctgatc.
Omni-ATAC-seq

Differentiated cells grown on inserts were collected using Accutase,
and biological replicates (n = 2) were collected from individual
inserts. Omni-ATAC-seq was performed on 50,000 cells as described
previously,36 with minor modifications.20 Library size distributions
were visualized by TapeStation (Agilent). Libraries were quantified
using the KAPA Library Quantification Kit (Roche) before pooling
and sequenced on a NextSeq 550 at high output (Illumina) using
75-bp single reads at the Case Western Reserve University Genomics
Core. Raw files were trimmed using Sickle37 and aligned to the hg19
or modified hg19 genomes containing the insertion sequence (except
PGK) using the BWA aligner.38 Aligned reads were marked for dupli-
cates using Picard, and coverage tracks were generated using deep-
Tools bamCoverage.39 The analysis of ATAC-seq was done visually,
which is the standard practice.
CAST-seq

UABCs from four different donors were edited using high-fidelity Cas9
and sgRNAalone. The cellswere cultured for 4 days. The genomicDNA
(gDNA) was purified using column purification (GeneJET genomic
DNA purification kit, catalog no. K0722, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
The region around exon 1 from control and edited samples was ampli-
fied using PCR and Sanger sequenced. The presence of on-target indels
was verified using the Inference of CRISPR Edits analysis algorithm
developed by Synthego. CAST-seq was subsequently performed on
the gDNA as described previously.17 The NEBNext Ultra II FS (catalog
no. E6177, NEB) was deployed to randomly shear the gDNA in frag-
ment lengths between 200 and700 bp thatwere end repaired and ligated
to the linker.

The first PCR reaction was performed with Q5 polymerase and
the following specific primers: CFTR-Bait: 50-CAGAGTAGTA
GGTCTTTGGC-3’ and CFTR-Decoy: 50-AAAGTTTGGAGACA
ACGCT-3’, whereas the nested PCR used 3 mL from the previous re-
action and the following specific primer: CFTR-Nested: 50-GAC
TGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTATTAGGAGCTTG
AGCCCAGAC-3’ (CFTR specific sequence in boldface type).

The amplicons were purified with 0.7� AMP pure beads (catalog no.
A63882, Beckman Coulter) to remove fragments <200 bp after nested
and barcoding PCR performed with NEB Next Multiplex Oligos for
Illumina (catalog no. E6440L, NEB). The library was sequenced on
Illumina MiSeq platform (MiSeq Reagent Kit version 2, 500 cycles,
catalog no. MS-102-2003) and analyzed with the CAST-seq pipeline
(https://github.com/AG-Boerries/CAST-Seq).
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